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Teenage Pregnancy

A Social Phenomenon Becomes a Social Problem
Impoverishment

by John McKnight

One of the most useful definitions of health suggests that healthfulness is an expression of "one's ability to cope with one's environment." This is a useful definition because it applies to what we commonly call physical and mental health.

A common definition of culture is "the ways a people have learned to deal with their environments."

The problem is obvious. It is a popular, historically based "knowing" about the place we populate, its possibilities and limits, that has guided us in survival at least and _salud_ at most. This "knowing" has been essential to individual health because it integrated the physical and social environment, providing quiet guidelines for each person to follow in their own healthful interest.

It is appropriate, therefore, that this issue of _Health & Medicine_ should focus upon "cultural issues," for it is difficult to conceive the possibility of individual health outside a popular culture. From appropriate diet to ways of suffering pain, a popular culture nurtures guides, and lifts individual potential to cope.

Popular cultures and their healthful knowings have been under assault for generations. The current assault manifests itself in two forms—professionalization and institutional exploitation.

The central professional premise is that "You, the people, will be better because we, professionals, know better." The very definition of the professional role denies the authority of popular culture. This, of course, is the reason that so much of America's communal life is weak. The authority of communities and their ways of defining and solving problems have been badly eroded by the increase of professional dominance.

A particularly clear example of this professional dominance has to do with women and health. In only one generation, professional "health providers" invaded the domain of women and erased their traditional knowing about their bodies, making many of them impotent "health consumers." The popular culture has been delegitimized; "women's health" became a commodity, dispensed by men.

It is no wonder that the counterattack by the Boston Women's Health Collective was a great statement of cultural reaffirmation, _Our Bodies, Ourselves_. We should all take special instruction from this method for it has the real cultural power to overcome the medicalism that has infected the health-giving potential of women.

The other agent of assault on popular culture has been our aggressive, large-scale, hierarchical institutions. Whether they are called corporations, universities or medical centers, they have created privilege, the right to exploit. This is, of course, a familiar old story. These days the story is being told in a new way, with a new title, "The culture of poverty."

The novelty of this version is its arrogance and deception. In the good old days when the industrial barons dislocated communities, stole skills and replaced popular tools with institutional technology, they were honest in their intention. They were out to rule the territory. People who fell by the wayside were the necessary price of the "progress."

Today's dominators, the institutional barons, are much less honest and much more arrogant. Our barons have invented, with a linguistic assist from academia, "The Culture of Poverty." This peculiar inversion is really a trendy invocation of culture to pay the current price for the baron's progress. Exploited, minority people in our cities best understand how out--
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...rageous the arrogance is.

Having enslaved, uprooted, de-skilled and pauperized a people, attacking their cultural knowing and community capacity in every way imaginable, the perpetrators describe the resulting impotence and rage as the culture of poverty, a creation of the victims. Many professionals nourish and enhance this myth by spawning a service system built on its premises.

We should be quite clear. There is no "culture" of poverty. There are no children of poverty in need of "cultural" enrichment. There are millions of people exploited by the privileged in our institutions. There are children robbed of their powerful cultural heritage by professionals who degrade their knowings in the very name of culture.

Indeed, the reality is that, since culture is a people's way of coping with the environment, the very survival of the exploited people in our cities is proof, above all, of one thing—the fact that there is a culture of survival.

It is probably the healthiest thing we can find in our culture today.